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When utilizing the ZEISS ZEN Blue software connected to imaging hardware, it is always good practice 
to save results on-the-fly in the robust .CZI file format. Yet after concluding the session, there may be an 
immediate need to quickly convert large pools of .CZI files into other formats ready for presentations or 
publications. Rather than loading and exporting each image separately, ZEN Blue offers several versatile 
batch exporting tools to streamline this process. The following guide outlines these basics.

Batch Tools Workspace
The batch tools can be accessed by navigating to the main Processing tab, then toggling the large 
Batch button near the top. Note that this will trigger a specialized workspace view that will temporarily 
hide any currently-active images.

While a growing number of processing tools (appearing in the main Batch Method window) can be used 
and combined with this interface, this guide will focus on the Image Export and Movie Export methods. 

The right panel shows a file list that will initially be empty. With one of the exporting methods is high-
lighted/selected, click the small + Add… button to navigate to the folder containing the saved .CZI files.  
(Pre-saving of images is a prerequisite for using batch tools, given that ZEN will not actually open each 
image during the exporting procedure.) 

Select the appropriate files; the results will populate this panel. Files can also be added sequentially from 
different folder locations.
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Adjusting Image Export or Movie Export Parameters
To continue, highlight any file in the list (right panel) and look to the Image Export or Movie Export Pa-
rameters window in the left panel. (For a full review of these Parameters options, see related guide 
Exporting Images and Movies in ZEN Blue.)

Some of the more commonly applied settings include:
1. Apply Display Settings and Channel Color (Image Export method only) – maintains any intensity ad-

justments performed on the original image(s)
2. Burn-In Graphics – stamps scale bars or annotations onto the final images or movies
3. Merged / Individual Channels Image – both can be selected; allows for exporting of all channels as 

separate images or as a movie playing all options in a sequence
4. Create Folder (Image Export method only) – will place all exported images for a given file into a sep-

arate folder; consider that this default setting may make pooling all images of simple single channel 
files a little more cumbersome

These Parameter settings can be adjusted 
independently for each file listed in the right 
panel. In fact, each file can actually be associ-
ated with different exporting methods entirely, 
thus allowing execution of combined Image 
Export and Movie Export functions.  (However, 
such setup often involves a bit more prepa-
ration and may negate the efficiencies of the 
batch tools entirely.)

Image Export
(Parameters Window)

Movie Export 
(Parameters Window)
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A faster method for applying consistent Image Export or Movie Export settings to a file list is via the Copy 
Parameters and Paste Parameters buttons in the right panel. Simply highlight a file in the list, click 
the Copy Parameters button, SHIFT+ click all other entries within the right panel, then click the Paste 
Parameters button to apply. Parameters can be applied to files of different multidimensional formats, 
such as Z-stacks, time series, or tile scans. If this Copy/Paste step is not taken, it is possible that only the 
first file in the list will adopt the adjusted parameters – all subsequent files will utilize default settings (i.e. 
– compressed JPEGs).

Applying and Retrieving the Results
Click the Apply button at the top to initialize the exporting process. 

If the Use Input Folder as Output Folder option at the top of the file list was not unchecked/updated, 
then the resulting exported images and movies will always be placed in the same folder as the original 
.CZI files. 

If the Create Folder option was selected for the Image Export method, each .CZI file will have a corre-
sponding folder containing the exported images. (The screenshot below shows an example of the Merged 
Channel Images and Individual Channel Images setting applied for a multichannel image set.)


